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Abstract

Control goals defined both in continuous and discrete
time arise naturally in many sampled-data tracking
control problems. The design methods found in the
literature deal with each kind of those control goals
separately, over-emphasizing one kind at the expense
of the other. We formulate and solve these track-
ing control problems as an H2 optimization prob-
lem with a mixed continuous/discrete performance
criterion. It is argued that the proposed setup en-
ables tradeoff between the various control goals in
a natural manner and thus leads to better tracking
characteristics.

1 Introduction

The conventional design of sampled-data tracking
control systems uses a pure discrete-time design ap-
proach, basically motivated by the difficulties in deal-
ing with their continuous-time behavior and is based
on discretization of both the plant and control goals.
The design of sampled-data control systems (SDCS
in the sequel) using the same control and sampling
rates is simple but encounters many problems in
dealing with non minimum-phase discretized plants,
which is a common case in many applications. The
resulting controllers, like the one step ahead con-
troller or the reference model controller [4] offer un-
satisfactory solutions. A major breakthrough was
made by Ortega and Kreisselmeier [8]. Using a con-
trol rate n-times faster then the sampling rate (where
n is the plant degree) they developed a controller
that ensures discrete-time perfect tracking for both
minimum- and non minimum-phase plants but at the
cost of a very oscillatory inter-sampling output be-
havior. Effective treatment of continuous-time spec-
ifications was achieved only at the beginning of the
last decade, with the introduction of the lifting tech-
niques [2], which exploits the periodicity of the time-
variance in the SDCS to reduce the control prob-
lem to a time-invariant discrete problem in the lifted
domain. Using this continuous-time approach it is
possible to design single-rate [1] and multi-rate [9]
SDCS which exhibit satisfactory inter-sampling be-
havior (H2 or H°° optimal), but leads to a conser-

vative design of the discrete-time performance, that
might be not good enough in some applications, like
in the firing machine control problem — an analog
system with a main discrete-time tracking require-
ment defined in the firing instances.

In 1991 Mirkin [6] showed that the discrete-
time perfect tracking controller suggested by Or-
tega and Kreisselmeier is not unique and found
the family of all peace-wise constant control sig-
nals that ensure discrete-time perfect tracking after
a general bounded reference signal, for LTI, SISO
plants. Trying to combine the benefits of both de-
sign approaches, Kahane [5] extended these results to
MIMO plants, found the family of all discrete-time
perfect tracking controllers and used the continuous-
time design approach to choose from this family the
controller with the best (H2 optimal) inter-sampling
behavior. Simulations of this method show great
improvement in the inter-sampling behavior (some-
times still unsatisfactory — especially when dealing
with non minimum-phase plants), usually at the cost
of using large control efforts.

Recently, Mirkin and Palmor [7] pointed out the
need for a unified framework for mixed discrete/con-
tinuous requirements which enables tradeoff between
the continuous and discrete-time behaviors, and of-
fered a solution to the H2 problem, also based on
the lifting techniques. Encouraged by their results,
we use this new approach in the design of multi-rate
SDCS in order to reach a more suitable solution for
the tracking control problem. The purpose of this pa-
per is to develop a general class of H2 optimal track-
ing controllers as a function of two weighting parame-
ters that emphasize three "open-loop" control goals:
the discrete-time tracking error, the inter-sampling
behavior and the control effort, without deteriorating
the closed-loop properties (e.g. stability, robustness,
noise rejection) of the control system. An illustrative
example shows that with a right choice of the weight-
ing parameters it is possible to reach a considerable
improvement in two of the goals at the expense of
only a small deterioration in the other one (for exam-
ple, one can achieve a better inter-sampling behavior
using a smaller control effort by a small relaxation of
the discrete-time perfect tracking requirement).

The notation used throughout this paper is fairly
standard. B' means the transpose of a matrix B.
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Figure 1: Standard two degrees of freedom control setup.

Discrete-time signals and operators are highlighted
by a bar (like £). Transfer functions in both the s-
and ^-domains are de.nqted_in
space realizations as C D

terms of their state
Finally, the follow-

ing operators will be used throughout the paper:

Sh the ideal sampling operator: {ShQ [k] = £(kh)

Tik the zero order hold operator: (HhO (*) = £[k]

Uh the forward shift operator.

Owing to space limitation, we only outline the de-
velopment steps and give the final solution of the op-
timal controller. Interested reader is referred to [5]
for a complete proof and computational issues.

2 Problem formulation

In order to keep the discussion simple, we present
only the formulation and the solution to a dual rate
control problem, by assuming that the reference and
output signals are sampled with the same rate as dic-
tated by the discrete-time tracking specification. An
additional assumption on the control rate being n-
times faster then the sampling rate (where n is the
plant degree) is made only in order to be able to com-
pare our solution with the performance of the multi-
rate, perfect tracking controller suggested by Ortega
and Kreisselmeier. We also assume (as in most con-
trol applications) that the A/D and D/A converters
are the ideal sampling operator and the zero order
hold operator, respectively. These assumptions are
unnecessary for the applicability of our approach.

The dual-rate H2 tracking control problem is de-
fined in terms of the standard two degrees of freedom

\ A T$ "1
control setup in Fig. 1, where: P(s) = -7=r-rf- is
a continuous-time LTI, MIMO plant described by a
minimal realization; h any given non pathological
sampling period; yr the reference signal — digitally
measured (yr); C\, Ci the closed-loop controllers; and
K the pre-filter.

Our goal is to find C\, C% and K (dependent on the
weighting parameters v and p, to be chosen in each
application) that minimize the cost function:

= \\y - V rWl + v\\y - yr\\\
li\\G{zn)u\\l, (1)

and provide good closed-loop properties for the con-
trol setup. G{zn) is a frequency modulating transfer

function used define the control effort (for example
G{zn) = 1 — z~x defines the control effort as the
change in the control signal between two control in-
stances).

3 Problem solution
It is easy to see from Fig. 1 that the closed-loop per-
formance of the control setup depends only on C\
and C2 and not on the choice of the pre-filter K (as
long as it is stable). Moreover, it is well known [10]
that for a special partition of the set of all stabilizing
controllers into C\ and £2, the tracking performance
of the control setup is not affected by the particular
choice of those controllers. This partition completely
separates the tracking design from the closed-loop
design and prevents the control setup to ensure good
tracking specifications at the cost of robustness. This
way, the closed-loop design may be treated in a more
suitable fashion, like H°° for example, and we can
concentrate on the design of the pre-filter K — the
only degree of freedom which influences the "open-
loop" behavior of the control setup.

By using discrete and continuous lifting tech-
niques, it is possible to find the closed-loop trans-
fer functions between the digitally measured refer-
ence signal and the discrete- and continuous-time
output and the control signal, in the lifted domain.
Upon substitution of these relations into the cost
function (1) and by using the isometric property of
the continuous and discrete-time lifting operators,
we reduce the H2 optimization control problem to
an LTI model-matching problem, in the lifted do-
main. This problem, although defined in the lifted
domain, can be solved with the same tools as any reg-
ular pure discrete-time model matching problem [3],
using only state-space machinery. The solution in-
volves an inner-outer and a co inner-outer factor-
izations and a projection into the space of all real-
rational, proper and stable transfer matrices [11].
The only difference is that some of the matrices in-
volved in the final computations are obtained from
multiplication of two or more infinite dimensional op-
erators. These matrices, however, are finite dimen-
sional and can easily be calculated via the matrix ex-
ponential approach (see [5] for a full discussion and
solution of all computational issues).

Theorem 1. The unique pre-filter JCopt (stable, real
rational and proper) which minimizes the perfor-
mance index (1) is:

AG + BGFG

FG

- 1

A
Cs

-L
Ds - B'GZL '

where: FQ and L are the gains related to the sta-
bilizing solutions of two discrete algebraic Riccati
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equations and Z is the solution of a Silvester equa-
tion. The index G denotes parameters depending
on the control effort definition and the index T de-
notes parameters depending on an additional plant
that models the target behavior between the sampling
instances. The other matrices and the coefficients
of the mentioned equations are closely related to the
plant parameters and weighting parameters v and \x.

Remark 1. The explicit computation of the three
components comprising the cost in (1) is advanta-
geous in a tradeoff analysis. It also enables resolving
such questions as: "what is the best achievable inter-
sampling behavior, having a limit on the control ef-
fort?" or "what is the cost of achieving a certain
sampling-time tracking precision?". That computa-
tion requires the solution of three additional discrete
Lyapunov equations.

Remark 2. Note, that no restrictions were imposed
on the plant parameters. Hence, this method is ap-
plicable to any continuous-time, LTI, MIMO plant
(unstable and/or non minimum-phase also). Solv-
ability of the optimization problem requires stabiliz-
ability and detectability of the plant, and solvability
of the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equations.

4 An illustrative example
Fig. 2 shows the response of the plant

*° a un '^ s*'eP reference sig-P(s) = (s+i)(s+2)
nal, controlled by three different methods:

1. CTOP — the _ff"2-optimal, multi-rate tracking
controller with a continuous-time cost function
based on the inter-sampling output behavior.

2. OKC — the discrete-time perfect tracking con-
troller suggested by Ortega and Kreisselmeier.

3. MCDPS —the H2-optimal, multi-rate tracking
controller with mixed continuous/discrete per-
formance specifications, proposed in this article.

All methods use the same sampling interval
h = 0.1[see] and the same control rate (twice faster
then the sampling rate). The additional parameters
used by our approach were set to be: G(zi) = 1 - z^1,
i/ = 0.25 and /i = 2.4- 1CT8.

The OKC method ensures discrete-time perfect-
tracking but the inter-sampling behavior is highly
oscillatory. The CTOP method ensures a good inter-
sampling behavior (a 10% over-shoot) but the re-
sulting discrete-time tracking error may be unsatis-
factory in some applications (35% error in the first
sampling instant and 3% error in the Second one).
Using the MCDPS method it is possible to find a
good tradeoff between the various open-loop control
goals (we chose to present a 13% over-shoot response
with only a 10% tracking error in the first sampling
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Figure 2: Plant response to unit step reference signal.

instant, which requires only 50% of the control mag-
nitude used by the other methods). It is worth men-
tioning that by setting the weighs to v = 9999 and
\x = 0 it is possible to achieve almost discrete-time
perfect-tracking (less then 0.1% error in any sam-
pling instant) with a fair control effort and a quite
good inter-sampling output behavior (a 35% over-
shoot and the same settling time). Much better re-
sults can be achieved by using higher rank and more
sophisticated models of the target plant, but at the
cost of implementing a higher order pre-filter.
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